SECRET

DIR SITE SALV 9294

DYVOIR PEREKEN AARHUG

REF SALV 9293 (2/3/202)

1. JUCROV-1 FLUTTERED AFTERNOON 26 SEPTEMBER. RESULTS SATISFACTORY. ME THEN ARRANGED EVENING 26 SEPT LANGCSOH MEET WITH UNAVE-2 (IDEN)

2. UNAVE-2 CONFIRMED HIS DESIRE WORK FOR CBOKE UNDER CONDITIONS PREVIOUSLY DESCRIBED. INTERVIEW SHORT BECAUSE UNAVE-2 HAD OTHER ENGAGEMENT. HIS COMMENTS INDICATED BELIEF UNAVE-1 DETAINED AS RESULT DRUNKEN INDISCRETION; POOR FERVO IN GENERAL AND REVOLUTIONARY SPIRIT ESPECIALLY HAVE DETERIORATED; NO SPECIAL CONCERN ABOUT LOCAL SECURITY SURVEILLANCES; NO KNOWLEDGE OF AHRUG-1 PRESENCE OR CURRENT DISI CONTACTS. MEET TAPED.

3. NEXT MEET SCHEDULED FOR MORNING 27 SEPT.
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